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Abstract We discuss colonies, a variant of grammar systems, which are a generative framework introduced for modeling multi-agent systems motivated by subsumption architectures. We demonstrate that cooperating systems of very
simple grammars are convenient tools for generating complicated languages and describing powerful language classes.
1. Introduction
One of the approaches to language processing is to view
language as behavior of a complex multi-agent symbol system. Grammar systems theory, a recent vivid eld of formal
languages, provides a versatile tool for the realization of this
idea.
A grammar system, roughly speaking, is a nite set of
grammars which cooperate (and communicate) in the interest of generating a language. In this framework, the grammars
correspond to the agents and the generated language (or languages) identi es (identify) the behavior of the multi-agent
system. At any moment, the current string under derivation
represents a symbolic environment for the acting agents. Motivated by di erent areas, there have been several variants of
grammar systems introduced and studied: CD grammar systems (cooperating/distributed grammar systems) which are
a generative framework for the blackboard model of problem
solving ([4]), PC grammar systems (parallel communicating
grammar systems) which are computational models of (virtual) networks of parallel communicating processors ([19]),
eco-grammar systems which capture the basic formal properties of ecosystems ([7]), etc. The investigations have concentrated both on the study of the generative and descriptive
power of such systems and the sophisticated modeling; the
interested reader can nd detailed information in ([5]). For
connections with natural language processing we refer to [3].
A particularly interesting case of grammar systems is the
colony which was proposed as a theoretical framework for the
study of the subsumption architecture of multi-agent computing devices invented by R. Brooks ([11]). Subsumption architectures, implemented as a special network of message passing
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augmented nite state machines ([1]), model multi-agent systems of simple autonomous agents with emergent collective
behavior. The proposed generative model was a grammar system with very simple components where each component is
a regular grammar generating a nite language and the component grammars change the common symbolic environment
(the string) by replacing an occurrence of their startsymbol
by a word of the language they de ne.
There are parallels among the above model and the basic requirements of behavior-based systems: colonies explicit
situatedness, embodiment, and emergence. The component
grammars are situated in their (symbolic) environment; their
actions form a part of the dynamics of the environment and
they have immediate feedback on its rewriting; the generative power (the behavior) of the whole colony emerges as a
result of collective activities of the very simple purely reactive
components of the system.
Colonies have been studied in detail: starting from the team
behavior of the agents to the behavioral stability of the system
several properties have been investigated ([12], [16], [9], [17],
[8]).
In this paper we discuss di erent variants, mainly from the
point of view of their generative power. We demonstrate that
complicated and powerful language classes can be described
in terms of cooperating simple grammars.

2. Some formal language theoretic prerequisites
Before turning to colonies, we recall some notions from formal language theory. For further details and information the
reader is referred to [21], [20], [10].
For an alphabet V; we denote by V + the set of all nonempty
strings over V: If the empty string, ; is included, then we use
notation V  : The length of a string x is denoted by jxj.
We denote a context-free grammar by G = (V; T; P;S );
where V is the total alphabet, T  V is the terminal alphabet,
P is the set of productions and S is the startsymbol. Elements
of V T are called nonterminals. A context-free grammar is
regular if its productions are of the form A ! aB; A ! a,
where A and B are nonterminal symbols and a is a terminal
symbol.
The language generated by a context-free grammar G is de-

noted by L(G); we denote by L(REG); L(CF ) and L(CS ) the and L(fRC ); respectively.
Some important relations concerning the above language
class of regular, context-free and context-sensitive languages,
classes are as follows:
respectively.
Language classes of colonies are compared to language classes (i) L(REG)  L(CF )  L(ET 0L)  L(fRC )  L(RC ) =
generated by parallel derivations.
L(PRac )  L(CS ):
By an 0L system we mean a triple H = (V; P;w); where (ii) L(UP )  L(PRac ):
V is an alphabet, P is a set of context-free productions over
V and w 2 V  is the axiom. Moreover, P is complete, that
3. The basic model of colony
is, P has a production a ! u for any symbol a 2 V: 0L

systems use parallel derivations: for x; y 2 V we say that
The rst language theoretic model of the colony was introx directly derives y in 0L system H; written as x =)H y; duced in [11]. The simple autonomous agents are represented
if x = x1 : : : xm ; y = y1 : : : ym ; m  1; and xi ! yi 2 P; by regular grammars, generating a nite language each (both
1  i  m: The language of an 0L system H is the set of properties express simplicity), and the emergent behavior of
words that can be derived (in some steps) from its axiom.
the system is described by the language jointly generated
An ET 0L system is an n+3-tuple H = (V; T; H1 ; : : : ; Hn ; S ); by the cooperating component grammars. There is no global
where V is the total alphabet, T is the terminal alphabet and strategy of cooperation of the grammars in the colony expli(V; Hi ; S ) is an 0L system for every i; 1  i  n: A derivation cated, the generative capacity of the system emerges from the
step in ET 0L system H is a derivation step performed by interaction of the symbolic environment (the sentential form
some of the production sets Hi ; 1  i  n; in the above (0L) under generation) and the collection of the grammars.
manner. The generated language consists of terminal words
De nition 3.1
that can be derived from the axiom S: The class of languages
generated by ET 0L systems is denoted by L(ET 0L):
By a colony we mean an n+3-tuple C = (V; T; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; S );
where
Grammars with regulated rewriting are compared to colonies, too. A context-free programmed grammar is a 4-tuple
G = (V; T; P; S ); where V; T; S are as above, the total al- (i) Ri = (Vi ; Ti ; Pi ; Si ); 1  i  n; is a regular grammar generating a nite language; Ri is called a component of C ;
phabet, the terminal alphabet and the startsymbol, and P
(ii)
S = Si for some i; 1  i  n; S is called the startsymbol
is a nite set of productions of the form (b : A ! z; E; F );
of
C;
where b is a label, A ! z is a context-free production over
n
V and E; F are two sets of labels of productions of G: (E is (iii) T  [in=1 Ti ; T is called the set of terminals of C ;
said to be the success eld, and F is the failure eld of the (iv) V = [i=1 Vi ; V is called the total alphabet of C:
production.) A production of G is applied as follows: if the
context-free part can be successfully executed, then it is apNotice that there is no global distinction introduced for
plied and the next production to be executed is chosen from the terminal alphabets and the nonterminal alphabets of the
those with the label in E; otherwise, we choose a produc- components: a terminal symbol of some component Ri can
tion labeled by some element of F; and try to apply it. This be a nonterminal symbol of an other one. Thus, complete
type of programmed grammars is said to be with appearance information at some grammatical level can be incomplete at
checking; if no failure eld is given for any of the productions, another one and reversely.
then a programmed grammar without appearance checking is
The functioning of the colony is realized by a generation
presented. If both the success and the failure elds coincide,
process:
at every derivation step a component grammar rethen we speak of a programmed grammar with unconditional
transfer. The corresponding classes of languages are denoted places an occurrence of its axiom in the current sentential
by L(PRac ); L(PR); and L(UP ): Regulated applications of form by a word from its corresponding language. The comproductions can be de ned on the base of check of context ponent is chosen nondeterministically from those grammars
which are enabled on the sentential form, that is, able to exconditions.
ecute an action.
A 4-tuple G = (V; T; P; S ) is said to be a context-free grammar
We distinguish two derivation modes, both correspond to
with local context conditions if V; T; S are as above, and P
a
particular
cooperation strategy of the regular grammars.
is a nite set of productions of the form p = (E; F ) : A ! w;
+
where E; F  V with E; F being nite sets and A ! w is the
De nition 3.2
context-free core production; p can be applied to a sentential
Let C = (V; T; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; S ) be a colony and let x;y 2 V + :
form x 2 V  if each element of E and no element of F is a
We
say that
subword of x and A ! w can be executed. If E or F is the
empty set, then no check of E; respectively, F is made. E is (i) x directly derives y in C in the basic mode (b-mode) of
said to be the set of permitting and F is said to be the set of
derivation, denoted by x =b)C y; if x = x1 Si x2 for some i;
forbidding context conditions of p:
1  i  n; y = x1 wx2; x1 x2 2 V  and w 2 L(Ri ):
If both card(E )  1 and card(F )  1 hold, then we speak of
a context-free semi-conditional grammar. If E; F  V; then (ii) x directly derives y in C int the terminal mode (t-mode) of
derivation, denoted by x =)C y; if x = x1 Si : : : xm Si xm+1
we speak of a context-free random context grammar; if the
for some i; 1  i  n; y = x1 w1 x2 w2 : : : xm wm xm+1 ;
set of permitting context conditions is empty for every prox1 x2 : : : xm+1 2 (V fSi g) and wj 2 L(Ri ) for j; 1 
duction, then we have a forbidding random context grammar.
j  m:
The corresponding language classes are denoted by L(RC )
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Both derivation modes are based on the competence of the
For f 2 farb; one;allg
active linguistic agent (the grammar): the b-mode presumes a
L(Col; b; f )  L(Col; t; f )  L(ETOL):
minimal competence (the derivation proceeds one step), while
in the t-mode the component activates its total competence
style ex is less powerful than the other ones in
by contributing to any incomplete information that it is able theAcceptance
case
of
t
-derivation,
too, since, by [16] we have
to complete (changes each occurrence of its startsymbol in
the sentential form).
Theorem 3.3
The language generated by C in the q-mode of derivation
For f 2 farb; one;allg
for q 2 fb; tg is Lq (C ) = fw j S =q)C w; w 2 T  g; where
L(Col; t; ex)  L(Col; t; f ):
=q)C denotes the re exive and transitive closure of =q)C :
If no confusion arises, then subscript C can be omitted from
In some cases acceptance styles and cooperation strategies
=q)C :
determine incomparable language classes.
Before turning to language classes of colonies, we note that
Theorem 3.4 ([16])
according to the di erent selections of the terminal set from
the total alphabet of the colony we distinguish colonies with (i) L(Col; b; f ) and L(Col; t; ex) are incomparable.
di erent styles of acceptance. Acceptance styles express the (ii) L(Col; b; ex) and L(Col; t; ex) are incomparable.
agreement of the linguistic agents (grammars) on the set of
grammatically acceptable sentences.
By virtue of De nition 3.2., a component grammar is allowed to derive a string which contains some symbol being
De nition 3.3
not in its total vocabulary. The motivation of this de nition
We say that a colony C = (V; T; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; S ) is of accep- is that the grammars model simple agents which are able to
tance style
recognize/interact with only a very restricted part of their
n
(i) "arb" if T  [i=1 Ti ; (any word that is acceptable for the environment. If the regular grammars can be active only on
whole colony is acceptable for some component grammar); sentential forms that are de ned over their own alphabet, then
(ii) "one" if T = Ti ; for some i; 1  i  n; (the acceptable we obtain signi cantly di erent and more powerful language
words are those ones that are acceptable for a distinguished classes. Let us rst introduce a de nition.
component);
Let C = (V; T; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; S ) be a colony and let x;y 2 V + :
(iii) "ex" if T = [ni=1 Ti ; (any word that is acceptable for some We speak of a direct derivation step in the basic mode of
grammar is acceptable for the whole colony);
derivation in the strict sense and denote it by x =d) y; if
(iv) "all" if T  \ni=1 Ti ; (the acceptable words of the colony x = x1 Si x2 ; x1 x2 2 Vi ; for some i; 1  i  n; and y = xC1 wx2 ;
are those one that are acceptable for all components).
where w 2 L(Ri ): (Both x and y are over Vi :)
The language generated by C in the d-mode of derivaLanguage classes of colonies were studied in detail in [12],
tion
is de ned in the usual way and it is denoted by Ld (C );
[16], [17].
Results on the generative power of colonies demonstrate L(Col; d;f ) denotes the class of languages generated by colothat the behavior of the system is more complex than that nies with acceptance style f in the d-mode of derivation,
of the components, thus, systems of cooperating syntactically where f 2 farb; one; all; exg:
simple grammars provide tools for the description of powerful
Let us denote by fRC the class of forbidding random conlanguage classes. Both the choice of the cooperation strategy text grammars. Then,
and that of the acceptance style have signi cant impact on
Theorem 3.5
the power of the generated language class.
For f 2 farb; allg
Let us denote by L(Col; q; f ) the class of languages generated by colonies with acceptance style f in the q-mode of
L(Col; d; f ) = fRC:
derivation, for f 2 farb; one; ex; allg and q 2 fb; tg:
In [12] and [16] it was shown that the context-free language
Sketch of the proof: Let C = (V; T; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; S ) be
class can be represented as the class of behavior of colonies
with acceptance style one; arb and all under derivation mode a colony. Then, forbidding random context grammar G =
b: But, acceptance style ex leads to a less powerful language (V; T; P;S ); where P = f(;; (V Vi )) : Si ! j 2 L(Ri ); 1 
class, namely a proper subclass of pure context-free languages. i  ng generates the same language as C: (Every production
corresponds to an action of component Ri : rst, the grammar
checks whether the sentential form contains a symbol not in
Theorem 3.1 ([16])
its vocabulary or not, then, if the answer is negative, replaces
Si by a word from L(Ri ):) Reversely, let G = (V; T; P; S )
For f 2 farb; one; allg
be a forbidding random context grammar. By some standard
techniques it can be shown that there is a forbidding random
L(Col; b; ex)  L(Col; b; f ) = L(CF ):
context grammar G0 = (V 0 ; T; P 0 S 0 ) which is equivalent to G
Total competence as cooperation strategy is more powerful such
that for any production p0 = (;; Q) : A ! in P 0 it
than the minimal one, that is,
holds that Q \ T = ; and A does not occur in : Then, by
ordering to any production p0 the corresponding component
Theorem 3.2 ([16])
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Ri = (V Q; T [ alph( ); A ! ; A) we can construct a
colony C with Ld (C ) = L(G0 ).

The language generated by an extended colony
E in the

b-mode of derivation is Lb (E ) = fw 2 T  j S =b)E wg:
Let us denote by E (Col; b; f ) the class of languages generated by e-colonies with acceptance style f in derivation mode
b; where f 2 farb; one; all; exg.

4. Extended colonies
According to the basic model, the sentential form that corresponds to the symbolic environment of the agents changes
only by the actions of the component grammars. This restriction is very strict in some sense: a sophisticated way of generation presumes some additional operations on the obtained
sentential form (transformation, ordering, etc). A natural idea
to solve this con ict is to furnish the colony with some mechanism which provides own development for the environment.
One possibility is if this extension is de ned by a generative system and an other one is when the change is done by
the help of some translating mechanism (a nite state transducer).
The notion we introduce here corresponds to a variant
of eco-grammar systems, a model introduced for describing
ecosystems ([7]).

As it is expected, by some simple technical considerations
we obtain

Theorem 4.1

L(ET 0L)  E (Col; b; arb):
The case when the sentential form is changed by a nite
state transducer after an action of a component grammar is
close to linguistic motivations. Such model was introduced
and examined in [17]. The idea beyond the notion is that the
components "speak" di erent languages and the nite state
transducer intermediates between them.

De nition 4.3

De nition 4.1

By an e-colony (an extended colony) we mean an s + n +3tuple
E = (V; T; H1 ; : : : ; Hs; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; S ); where

A t-colony (a colony with a nite state transducer) is an
n + 4-tuple
K = (V; T; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; ; S ); where elements V; T; R1 ; : : : ;
Rn ; S are elements of a colony, de ned in the same way as
in De nition 3.1., and  = (V; V; Q; s0 ; F; P ) is a nite state
transducer (Q is the set of states, s0 is the initial state, F is
the set of nal states, P is the set of translation rules of the
form sa ! xs0 ; s; s0 2 Q; a 2 V; x 2 V + ).
For q 2 fb; tg we de ne the language generated by K in the
q-mode of derivation by Lq (K ) = fw 2 T  j S =q)R 1 w1 >
g(w1 ) =q)R 2 w2 > g(w2 ) : : : =q)R ws = w; s  1; 1 
ij  qn; 1  j  sg.
(=)R denotes that component Ri executes an action in
the q-mode.)
Let K(Col; q; f ) denote the class of languages generated by
t-colonies with acceptance style f in the derivation mode q;
where f 2 farb; one; all; exg and q 2 fb; tg:

(i) V and T are alphabets, T  V ; called the total alphabet
and the terminal alphabet of E; respectively;
(ii) Hi ; 1  i  s is a nite set of context-free rules over V
called a set (a table) of developmental rules of the symbolic
environment; Hi is complete (for any symbol a 2 V there
is at least one production a ! 2 Hi );
(iii) Rj = (Vj ; Tj ; Pj ; Sj ); 1  j  n; is a regular grammar generating a nite language, Vj  V ; Rj is called a component
of E ;
(iv) S 2 V is the startsymbol of E:
(v) T  [ni=1 Ti :

i

i

ij

The functioning of the system consists of an action of a
component and a developmental step of the remaining part of
the symbolic environment (the sentential form), both substeps
executed simultaneously. If no action is possible, then only the
developmental rules are applied. Moreover, tables Hi ; 1  i 
s; are applied in parallel (0L) manner.
We de ne only the basic mode of functioning, the terminal
mode can be de ned analogously to De nition 3.2.

Theorem 4.2
K(Col; b; arb) = L(CS ):

the basic mode of derivation (in the b-mode of derivation),
written as x =b)E y; if one of the following two cases hold:

The proof is based on the result that any context-sensitive
language can be generated by a conditional context-free grammar, where every production p is associated by the same regular language R; and p can be applied to the sentential form
x i x 2 R: (For the result see [10].)

(i) there is startsymbol Si of some component Ri , 1  i  n;
such that x = x1 Si x2 ; x1 ; x2 2 V  : Then y = y1 wy2 ; w 2
L(Ri ); and x1 =)Hj y1 ; x2 =)Hj y2 for some j; 1  j  s;
Hj is applied in the 0L manner.
(ii) x 6= x1 Si x2 for any i; 1  i  n; x1 ; x2 2 V  : Then x =)Hj
y for some j; 1  j  s; Hj is applied in the 0L manner.

5. Components with context conditions
Components of the basic generative model of colony are
functioning on the base of a poor ability of recognition, namely,
they are able to start with the derivation if they identify an occurrence of their startsymbol in the sentential form. Enhanced

The re exive and transitive closure of =b)E is denoted by

:
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Since generalized sequential mappings induced by nite
state transducers are able to verify whether the sentential
form belongs to a regular language or not, by [17] the following statement holds.

De nition 4.2
Let E = (V; T; H1 ; : : : ; Hs; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; S ) be an e-colony
and let x; y 2 V + : We say that x directly derives y in E in

b 
=)
E

is
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The way of functioning of the ec-colony can be derived from
recognition (veri cation of more complex parts or properties
of the string) usually results in a more sophisticated intrinsic that of the extended colonies. We give here only the notion
behavior of the system, thus, colonies with such members are of the basic mode of derivation, the de nition of the terminal
expected to be convenient tools for describing powerful lan- derivation can be obtained in a similar way.
guage classes with complicated structure. Colonies with comDe nition 5.2.
ponents associated with context conditions are such models.
1 ; : : : ; Hs; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; S ) be an ec-colony
In this case the grammar can execute an action if and only if andLetletFx;=y (2V;VT;+H
:
We
say that x directly derives y in F in
the symbolic environment (the sentential form) satis es some the basic mode of derivation
(in the b-mode of derivation),
requirements.
b y; if one of the two cases hold:
written
as
x
=
)
F
Context conditions can be de ned on the base of some qualitative property of the string (subword occurrence) or on some (i) x = x S x ; x ; x 2 V  and x satis es the corresponding
1 i 2 1 2
quantitative property (the number of symbols, etc.)
context
condition (ui ; vi ) for some i; 1  i  n: Then
To demonstrate the increased power of grammars with cony
=
y
wy
1
2; w 2 L(Ri ); and x1 =)Hj y1 ; x2 =)Hj y2 for
text conditions, we recall a statement from [2], by means of
some
j;
1
j  s; Hj applied in the 0L manner.
that every context-sensitive language can be generated by a (ii) x 6= x S x for
any i; 1  i  n; x1 ; x2 2 V  : Then x =)Hj
1
i
2
grammar which has context-free core productions associated
y for some j; 1  j  s; Hj applied in the 0L manner.
with an identical nite set of strings as global forbidding context conditions. (The context-free production can be applied
The language generated by F in the b-mode of derivation,
if the sentential form does not have any of the associated is Lb (F ) = fw 2 T  j S =b) wg:
E
strings as a subword.) Moreover, because the context-free core
productions can be chosen non-recursive ones, we can formuTheorem 5.1
late the result in the frame of colonies as follows: the class of
The class of context-sensitive languages is equal to the
context-sensitive languages is equal to the class of languages
class
of languages generated by ec-colonies of acceptance style
generated by colonies, where the components can perform an
"arb"
in the basic mode of derivation, where the components
action i the sentential form satis es a set of forbidding conhave
only
permitting context conditions of length at most two.
text conditions associated as global context condition to the
system.
Hints of the proof: By [18] it is known that any contextContext conditions in the above statement were forbidding
(negative) ones. An interesting question is, what can we say sensitive language L can be generated by a grammar with
of language classes determined by colonies with permitting local context conditions (every production is associated with
(positive) context conditions. (To check forbidding context context conditions), where the length of every permitting conconditions the whole sentential form have to be tested, while text condition is at most two and every forbidding context
in the case of permitting context conditions it is enough to condition is either a symbol or it is empty. Moreover, we can
choose the core productions non-recursive. When constructing
nd the rst subword occurrence.)
the
equivalent ec-colony, the productions with the associated
A nice result can be presented for extended colonies with
context conditions. In this case, we are able to reach the power permitting context conditions correspond to the component
of the context-sensitive language class by components associ- grammars and the check of the presence of the forbidding
ated with only permitting (positive) context conditions (the context symbol is done by some appropriate developmental
negative context check is done by the developmental rule sets rule set (the property of completeness is used). The reverse
inclusion can be proved by using some standard simulation
of the symbolic environment).
techniques.

De nition 5.1

An s + n + 3-tuple F = (V; T; H1 ; : : : ; Hs; R1 ; : : : ; Rn ; S )
is said to be an extended colony with context conditions (an
ec-colony) if the following holds:
(i) V; T; H1 ; : : : ; Hs; S are the total alphabet, the terminal alphabet, the sets of environmental developmental rules and
the axiom of F; respectively, de ned in the same way as in
the case of extended colonies (De nition 4.1 );
(ii) Ri = (Vi ; Ti ; (ui ; vi ) : Pi; Si ); 1  i  n; where (Vi ; Ti ; Pi ; Si )
is a regular grammar generating a nite language (de ned
in the same way as in De nition 3.1), Vi  V; and (ui ; vi )
is a global context condition for Pi over Vi .
(String ui and vi is either a nonempty word over Vi or it
is equal to the empty set, respectively. A production p from
Pi can be applied to a sentential form x if x contains ui as
a subword (the permitting context condition) and does not
contain vi as a subword (the forbidding context condition). If
ui and/or vi is equal to the empty set, then no context check
is made.)
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6. Structured colonies
Examining colonies, one question which immediately arises
is whether some relations among the component grammars
improve the generative and descriptive power of the system.
In the basic model of colonies there is no structure of the
collection of the regular grammars explicated: some intrinsic
hierarchies and heterarchies of the components arise dynamically from the functioning of the system.
Imposing an appropriate organizational structure or utilizing inner relations among the grammars is a reasonable way to
improve eciency of cooperation and enhance the descriptive
power of the system.
Structures can be static ones (imposed together with the
sets of components) or dynamic ones (determined by the functioning of the colony). Examples for static structures are graphcontrolled colonies (the components are associated by nodes
of a digraph and follow each other in the derivation according
to paths in the graph) and colonies with teams of components

E. Csuhaj-Varju

(sets of components), where grammars belonging to the same
team have to act simultaneously on the sentential form. Both
cases lead to enhancement of the generative power.
An interesting variant of colonies with team organization is
the symbiotic colony, introduced in [8], motivated by multiagent systems exhibiting life-like behavior. In this case the
team members have to act simultaneously on adjacent letters
of the sentential form. Moreover, there are no teams with a
common member. Thus, components in the same team highly
determine the activity of each other. The model provides a
generative mechanism as powerful as the context-sensitive
grammar.
The above variants correspond to colony models with static
structures.
A dynamic structure among the components is determined
implicitly by the appearance of the corresponding axiom in
the sentential form. Whenever its startsymbol shows up, the
component enters competition with the other enable ones for
the possibility of executing an action. This competitive behavior of the agents (the grammars) leads to competitive
parallelism in colonies. There are two variants of competition distinguished: the strong competitive parallelism, where
each grammar which is enable has to execute an action on the
sentential form (otherwise the system aborts) and the weak
competitive parallelism, when a largest number of enabled
components acts parallel on the sentential form. Both models
were introduced and studied in [9].
The formal de nitions are as follows:

L(CF )  L(Col; wp; arb)  L(UP ):

More precise comparisons of the two modes of derivations
have not been presented yet.

7. Some nal remarks

Grammar systems and, thus, colonies give a exible tool for
modeling di erent levels and aspects of natural language generation by providing a uni ed treatment for handling many
questions at di erent levels of language processing. The same
formalism can be used, for example, for generating discourses,
texts, and sentences, but the model is useful for describing
social nature of language, too. There is a wide variety of
applications of colonies (and grammar systems in general):
a new approach to handling grammatically not correct sentences (acceptance elds), style of speaking as behavior of the
same colony with di erent acceptance elds.
One important eld for future research can be examining
colonies with nite transducers as components and compare
the accepting model to the generative one, both from the point
of view of power and size (how many components are necessary, etc.). Questions of size, stability, delay, step-limited
activity and message passing are of interest, too. Except message passing there have been some basic investigations in these
topics ([12],[17]).
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